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Word Order, Case, and Focus in Kalmyk Questions 1 
 

Seth Cable 
 
The following report illustrates the general appearance and structure that the final reports for 
the course may take. It also summarizes some of the interesting patterns that we’ve discovered so 
far in class. 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
In this report, I present data and generalizations concerning the following areas of Kalmyk 
grammar: 

• The interactions between word order and case in sentences (Section 2) 
• The interactions between word order and focus in question (Section 3) 
• The ‘scope-marking’ construction used in Kalmyk long-distance questions (Section 4) 

 
2. Word Order and Case 
 
In a Kalmyk sentence headed by a transitive verb, it is most common for the subject to precede 
the direct object, and for both to be placed before the verb. Thus, Kalmyk typically exhibits 
‘Subject-Object-Verb’ or ‘SOV’ order in sentences, as illustrated below. 
 
(1) dordʒə  saglurigə yzdʒɛ  
 Dorja  Saglur.ACC see.PAST 
 Dorja saw Saglur.    (2/1/16) 
 
(2) saglur  dordʒigə yzdʒɛ 

Saglur  Dorja.ACC see.PAST 
 Saglur saw Dorja.    (2/1/16) 
 
(3) dordʒə  ula  yzdʒɛ 
 Dorja  mountain see.PAST 
 Dorja saw a mountain.   (2/1/16) 
 
(4) dordʒə  misigə  yzdʒɛ  
 Dorja  cat.ACC see.PAST 
 Dorja saw a cat.    (2/1/16) 
 
(5) dordʒə  noχagə  yzdʒɛ  
 Dorja  dog.ACC see.PAST 
 Dorja saw a dog.    (2/1/16) 
 

																																																								
1	I would like to thank Andrey Boskhomdzhiev, the Kalmyk language consultant for this project, for his unending 
generosity and patience in teaching our class about his language and culture.  
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Although the subject of a transitive sentence does not appear with a case-marking post-
position, the direct object can be marked with the Accusative post-position –igə, as shown in 
sentences (1), (2), (4), and (5). Interestingly, in some sentences, the Accusative marker –igə can 
be dropped. For example, it can be dropped from sentences (4) and (5), producing the sentences 
in (6)-(7) below. 

 
(6) dordʒə  mis  yzdʒɛ  
 Dorja  cat  see.PAST 
 Dorja saw a cat.     (2/1/16) 
 
(7) dordʒə  noχa  yzdʒɛ  
 Dorja  dog  see.PAST 
 Dorja saw a dog.     (2/1/16) 
 
In other sentences, however, the Accusative marker cannot be dropped. For example, dropping 
the –igə from sentence (1) results in an ill-formed sentence 
. 
(8) * dordʒə  saglur  yzdʒɛ  
     Dorja  Saglur  see.PAST  (2/1/16) 
 
While it’s difficult to generalize from this small data set, it’s reasonable to suspect that the 
‘animacy’ of the NP may be playing a role here. We might hypothesize that the following rule 
holds in Kalmyk. 
 
(9) Animacy and Accusative Case Marking 

Highly ‘animate’ (human) NPs must be marked with –igə when they are direct objects. 
Less ‘animate’ NPs (e.g., animals and artifacts) need not be marked with –igə.   

 
 In addition to the post-position –igə, there is also another way that direct objects can be 
morphologically marked in Kalmyk. There are many words whose citation form ends in –n, but 
which drop their final –n in certain environments. One of the environments where these words 
lose their final –n is direct object position (without the marker –igə). For example, the word for 
apple in Kalmyk is alman, but in the sentence below, it surfaces as alma.  
 
(10) sandʒə  dordʒdə xojər alma øktʃɛ.  
 Sanja  Dorja.DAT two apple give.PAST 
 Sanja gave Dorja two apples.    (2/12/16) 
 
Similarly, the Kalmyk word for sheep is xən, but in sentence (11) it surfaces as xə. 
 
(11) xə aldʒɛ 
 sheep kill.PAST 
 He killed a sheep.     (2/12/16) 
 
Curiously, these words retain their final –n when they are followed by the full case post-
positions. For example, the word xən ‘sheep’ retains its final –n in the sentence below.   
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(12) sandʒə  xəndə  xojər alma øktʃɛ.  
 Sanja  sheep.DAT two apple give.PAST 
 Sanja gave a sheep two apples.    (2/12/16) 
 
The overall distribution of this final –n marker is quite a puzzle, but it seems we can at least 
make the generalization in (13). 
 
(13) ‘Bare’ Direct Objects and Final -n 

If a word ends in –n and sometimes fails to appear with its final –n, then it will lose its 
final –n when functioning as direct object (without the case-marker –igə).   

 
 When a direct object is marked with the post-position –igə, it can appear to the left of the 
subject, creating an ‘Object-Subject-Verb’ or ‘OSV’ word order.   
 
(14) saglurigə dordʒə  yzdʒɛ  
 Saglur.ACC Dorja  see.PAST 
 Dorja saw Saglur.    (2/1/16) 
 
However, if the direct object is not marked with –igə, then OSV word order is not possible. For 
example, compare sentence (15) below with sentence (3), and compare sentence (16) below with 
sentence (6).   
 
(15) * ula  dordʒə  yzdʒɛ 
   mountain Dorja  see.PAST   (2/1/16) 
 
(16) * mis  dordʒə  yzdʒɛ  
    cat  Dorja  see.PAST   (2/1/16) 
 
Notice that the complete ill-formedness of (16) – which cannot even mean ‘a cat saw Dorja’ – 
lends further support to our generalization in (9) that NPs denoting humans must be marked with 
–igə when they are direct objects.   
 Although direct objects without –igə cannot appear to the left of subjects, they can appear 
to the left of indirect objects. As shown below, (17a) and (17b) are acceptable, while (17c) is ill-
formed.   
 
(17) a. ɛndur sandʒə  dordʒdə alma øktʃɛ.  
  today Sanja  Dorja.DAT apple give.PAST 
  Today, Sanja gave Dorja an apple.    (2/17/16) 
 
 b. ɛndur sandʒə  alma dordʒdə øktʃɛ.  
  today Sanja  apple Dorja.DAT give.PAST 
  Today, Sanja gave Dorja an apple.    (2/17/16)  
 
 c. * ɛndur    alma sandʒə  dordʒdə øktʃɛ.  
     today     apple Sanja  Dorja.DAT give.PAST  (2/17/16) 
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On the other hand, such ‘bare’ direct objects cannot appear to the left of temporal adverbs like 
ɛndur ‘today’. Sentences like (18a) below are ill-formed, even though the adverb can appear non-
initially in sentences (18b) and (18c).  
 
(18) a. * sandʒə dordʒdə alma  ɛndur øktʃɛ.  
      Sanja  Dorja.DAT apple  today give.PAST  (2/17/16) 
 
 b. sandʒə  ɛndur  dordʒdə alma øktʃɛ.  
  Sanja  today  Dorja.DAT apple give.PAST 
  Today, Sanja gave Dorja an apple.      (2/17/16) 
 
 c. sandʒə  dordʒdə ɛndur  alma øktʃɛ.  
  Sanja  Dorja.DAT today  apple give.PAST 
  Today, Sanja gave Dorja an apple.      (2/17/16) 
 
Taken together, these facts suggest the generalization in (19) below.   
 
(19) Word Order and Accusative Case 

Direct objects can precede the subject or a temporal adverb only if they are followed by 
the case-marking post-position –igə. Any direct object, however, can precede an indirect 
object.2    

 
 As we’ve just seen, Kalmyk grammar allows for a certain amount of freedom concerning 
the order of phrases appearing before the verb. On the other hand, however, Kalmyk does not 
permit any phrases in the sentence to appear after the (main) verb.  
 
(20) a. * sandʒə dordʒdə alma øktʃɛ  ɛndur 
    Sanja  Dorja.DAT apple give.PAST today   (2/17/16) 
 
 b. * ɛndur dordʒdə alma øktʃɛ  sandʒə   
     today  Dorja.DAT apple give.PAST Sanja  (2/17/16) 
 
 c. * ɛndur sandʒə  alma øktʃɛ  dordʒdə  
     today  Sanja  apple give.PAST Dorja.DAT  (2/17/16) 
 
 
 

																																																								
2	Contrary to this generalization, however, we did encounter one example where a direct object without –igə appears 
to the left of a subject.   
 (i) ɛndur dordʒdə  alma sandʒə øktʃɛ.  
  today Dorja.DAT apple  Sanja give.PAST 
  Today, Sanja gave Dorja an apple.    (2/17/16) 
Importantly, though, in this sentence the indirect object dordʒdə ‘Dorja.DAT’ also precedes the subject and the 
direct object. Therefore, we might need to amend (19) so that it says ‘Direct objects can be first in the sentence 
only if they are followed by the case-marking post-position -igə’. More data should be collected to determine which 
of these generalizations is most accurate.  
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3. Word Order and Focus 
 
In Kalmyk, it is preferred for the interrogative pronoun of a question to appear immediately 
before the verb. All the sentences below were offered as translations of their English glosses. In 
each one, the interrogative pronoun (or a phrase containing it) appears immediately before the 
main verb of the sentence.    
 
(21) Immediately Preverbal Position of Interrogative Pronoun 
 
 a. dordʒdə alma  kɛn øktʃɛ? 
  Dorja.DAT apple  who give.PAST 
  Who gave Dorja an apple?    (2/17/16) 
 
 b. sandʒə  alma  kendə  øktʃɛ? 
  Sanja  apple  who.DAT give.PAST 
  Who did Sanja give an apple to?   (2/17/16)   
 
 c. sandʒə  dordʒdə dɪktur keza øktʃɛ?  
    Sanja  Dorja.DAT book when give.PAST 
  When did Sanja give Dorja a book?   (2/22/16) 
 
 d. sandʒə  dordʒdə dɪktur hama øktʃɛ? 
    Sanja  Dorja.DAT book where give.PAST 
  Where did Sanja give Dorja a book?   (2/22/16) 
 
 e. sandʒə  hamaran jola? 
  Sanja  where.to go.PERF 
  Where did Sanja go?     (2/22/16) 
 
 f. tʃi  hamaɣasə kyrtʃurutʃ? 
  2sgS.INF where.from arrive.PAST.2sgS.INF 
  Where did you (informal) come from?  (2/22/16) 
 
 g. sandʒə  ungigə  jaɣdʒɛ  kesim? 
  Sanja  this.ACC how  make.PAST 
  How did Sanja make this?    (2/22/16) 
 
 h. sandʒə  dordʒdə dɪktur jaɣat øktʃɛ?  
    Sanja  Dorja.DAT book why give.PAST 
  Why did Sanja give Dorja a book?   (2/22/16) 
 
 i. sandʒə  dordʒdə jamaran dɪktur øktʃɛ?  
    Sanja  Dorja.DAT what       book  give.PAST 
  What book did Sanja give Dorja?   (2/22/16) 
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 j. sandʒə  dordʒdə alka   dɪktur øktʃɛ? 
    Sanja  Dorja.DAT which book give.PAST 
  Which book did Sanja give Dorja?   (2/22/16) 
 
 k. sandʒə  dordʒdə kena   dɪktur øktʃɛ?  
    Sanja  Dorja.DAT whose book give.PAST 
  Whose book did Sanja give Dorja?   (2/24/16) 
 
 l. sandʒə  dordʒdə kedu          dɪktur øktʃɛ? 
    Sanja  Dorja.DAT how.many  book give.PAST 
  How many books did Sanja give Dorja?  (2/24/16) 
 

While the sentences above were offered as translations, the sentences below were 
accepted as translations (though they were not actually offered). In these sentences, the 
interrogative pronoun is not immediately before the verb, but is still not initial in the sentence. It 
seems that such word-orders are ‘acceptable, but not preferred’.  
 
(22) Sentence-Medial Position of Interrogative Pronoun 
 
 a. dordʒdə kɛn alma  øktʃɛ? 
  Dorja.DAT who apple  give.PAST 
  Who gave Dorja an apple?    (2/17/16) 
 
 b. sandʒə  kendə  alma  øktʃɛ?  
  Sanja  who.DAT apple  give.PAST 
  Who did Sanja give an apple to?   (2/17/16)   
 
 c. sandʒə  keza dordʒdə dɪktur øktʃɛ? 
    Sanja  when Dorja.DAT book give.PAST 
  When did Sanja give Dorja a book?   (2/22/16) 
 
 d. sandʒə  hama dordʒdə dɪktur øktʃɛ? 
    Sanja  where Dorja.DAT book give.PAST 
  Where did Sanja give Dorja a book?   (2/22/16) 
 
 e. sandʒə  jaɣdʒɛ  ungigə  kesim? 
  Sanja  how  this.ACC make.PAST 
  How did Sanja make this?    (2/22/16) 
 
 f. sandʒə  jaɣat dordʒdə dɪktur øktʃɛ?  
    Sanja  why Dorja.DAT book give.PAST 
  Why did Sanja give Dorja a book?   (2/22/16) 
 
 g. sandʒə  jamaran dɪktur dordʒdə øktʃɛ? 
    Sanja  what       book  Dorja.DAT give.PAST 
  What book did Sanja give Dorja?   (2/22/16) 
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 h. sandʒə  alka   dɪktur  dordʒdə øktʃɛ?  
    Sanja  which book  Dorja.DAT give.PAST 
  Which book did Sanja give Dorja?   (2/22/16) 
 
 i. sandʒə  kena   dɪktur  dordʒdə øktʃɛ?  
    Sanja  whose book  Dorja.DAT give.PAST 
  Whose book did Sanja give Dorja?   (2/24/16) 
 
 j. sandʒə  kedu          dɪktur dordʒdə øktʃɛ? 
    Sanja  how.many  book Dorja.DAT give.PAST 
  How many books did Sanja give Dorja?  (2/24/16) 
 
While the sentences in (22) are ‘acceptable, but not preferred’, the sentences in (23) below are 
completely ill-formed. In these sentences, the interrogative pronoun is both (i) not immediately 
before the main verb, and (ii) first in the sentence.  
 
(23) Sentence Initial Position of Interrogative Pronoun 
 
 a. * kɛn dordʒdə alma  øktʃɛ? 
     who Dorja.DAT apple  give.PAST    (2/17/16) 
 
 b. * kendə sandʒə  alma  øktʃɛ? 
     who.DAT Sanja  apple  give.PAST   (2/17/16) 
  
 c. * keza  sandʒə  dordʒdə dɪktur øktʃɛ?  
      when  Sanja  Dorja.DAT book give.PAST  (2/22/16) 
 
 d. * hama sandʒə  dordʒdə dɪktur øktʃɛ? 
      where Sanja  Dorja.DAT book give.PAST (2/22/16) 
 
 e. * hamaran sandʒə  jola? 
     where.to Sanja  go.PERF     (2/22/16) 
 
 f. * hamaɣasə tʃi  kyrtʃurutʃ? 
    where.from 2sgS.INF arrive.PAST.2sgS.INF   (2/22/16) 
 
 g. * jaɣdʒɛ sandʒə  ungigə  kesim? 
      how  Sanja  this.ACC make.PAST   (2/22/16) 
 
 h. * jaɣat  sandʒə  dordʒdə dɪktur øktʃɛ?  
        why  Sanja  Dorja.DAT book give.PAST (2/22/16) 
 
The facts in (21)-(23) can be summarized by the generalization in (24) below. 
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(24) The Position of Interrogative Pronouns in Questions 
In a Kalmyk question, it is preferred for an interrogative pronoun to directly precede the 
main verb of the question (21). Though it is felt to be somewhat awkward, it is possible 
for the interrogative pronoun to be separated from the main verb by other phrases, but 
only if the pronoun is not also initial in the sentence (22)-(23).  

 
In a polar question (a ‘yes-or-no question’) of Kalmyk, the understood ‘focus’ of the 

question also must appear immediately before the verb. For example, in the context in (25a), the 
understood ‘focus’ of the question is the subject, since it is the subject that we are seeking 
information about. As shown in (25b), a polar question in context (25a) must place the subject 
directly before the verb.  
 
(25) a. Context:  

We know that someone gave Dorja a book, but we don’t know who it is. We 
suspect that it’s Sanja, and so we want to ask if it was him.  

 
 b. (i) dordʒdə dɪktur sandʒə  øgla?  
     Dorja.DAT book Sanja  give.PERF 
   Did SANJA give Dorja a book?    (2/24/16) 
 
  (ii) ??  sandʒə  dordʒdə dɪktur øgla?  
          Sanja  Dorja.DAT book give.PERF (2/24/16) 
 
As shown above, in the context in (25a), it’s felt to be ‘out-of-place’ or ‘wrong’ to use the word-
order in (25bii), where the subject is initial in the sentence. Instead, the right order to use is the 
one in (25bi), where the subject is directly in front of the verb.   
 Similarly, in context (26a), the understood focus of the question is the indirect object, 
since it’s the recipient of the book that we’re seeking to identify. In this context, the word-order 
in (26bi) is required, where the indirect object is directly before the verb. The word-order in 
(26bii), which places the indirect object initially in the sentence, is reported not to fit the context 
in (26a). 
 
(26) a. Context: 

We know that Sanja gave someone a book, but we don’t know who he gave it to. 
We suspect that it’s Dorja, and so we want to ask if it was him.   

 
 b. (i) sandʒə  ɛn dɪktur  dordʒdə øktʃɛ? 
   Sanja  a book  Dorja.DAT give.PAST 
   Did Sanja give DORJA a book?    (2/24/16) 
 
  (i) ??  dordʒdə  sandʒə  ɛn dɪktur øktʃɛ? (2/24/16) 
         Dorja.DAT Sanja  a book  give.PAST 
 
It is often said by linguists that interrogative pronouns in questions carry the ‘focus’ of the 
question. Consequently, we can cover all the facts in (21)-(26) via the generalization in (27) 
below.  
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(27) Focus and Word-Order in Kalmyk Questions 
In a Kalmyk question, it is preferred for the focus of the question to directly precede the 
main verb of the question (21), (25), (26). Though it is felt to be somewhat awkward, it is 
possible for the focus of the question to be separated from the main verb by other 
phrases, but only if the pronoun is not also initial in the sentence (22)-(23), (25), (26).  

 
3.1 Word Order and Interrogative Determiners 
 
In this subsection, I will note in passing that Kalmyk does not permit interrogative determiners to 
be separated from the NPs that they modify. For example, the well-formed sentences in (21i)-
(21l) and (22g)-(22j) contrast with the sentences below, which are ill-formed. 
 
(28) Determiners Cannot be Separated from NPs in Kalmyk 
 
 a. * sandʒə jamaran  dordʒdə dɪktur øktʃɛ? 
      Sanja  what   Dorja.DAT book give.PAST  (2/22/16) 
 
 b. * sandʒə alka   dordʒdə dɪktur øktʃɛ?  
       Sanja  which   Dorja.DAT  book give.PAST  (2/22/16) 
 
 c. * sandʒə kena   dordʒdə dɪktur øktʃɛ?  
       Sanja  whose   Dorja.DAT book give.PAST  (2/24/16) 
 
 d. * sandʒə kedu   dordʒdə dɪktur øktʃɛ? 
      Sanja  how.many  Dorja.DAT book give.PAST  (2/24/16) 
 
4. Long-Distance Questions and Scope-Marking in Kalmyk 
 
In English questions like (29) and (30) below, the interrogative pronoun is semantically a part of 
the subordinate clause. For example, question (29) asks for the identity of the person x such that 
Dorja thinks x kicked Saglur, while question (30) asks for the identity of the person x such that 
Dorja thinks Saglur saw x.  
 
(29) Who does Dorja think kicked Saglur? 
(30) Who does Dorja think Saglur saw? 
 
Such questions – which (informally speaking) seek information about something within a 
subordinate clause – are referred to by linguists as ‘long-distance questions’.  
 In Kalmyk, such ‘long-distance questions’ have a very different form from those in 
English (29)-(30). All the following sentences are ways in Kalmyk of asking the question in (29).  
 
(31) Long-Distance Questions in Kalmyk 
 
 a. saglurigə ken mæsɪldʒɛ jun     gidʒɛ dordʒə sandʒana? 
  Saglur.ACC who kick.PAST what   C Dorja think.PROG.PRES 
  Who does Dorja think kicked Saglur?    (2/29/16) 
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 b. saglurigə ken mæsɪldʒɛ dordʒə jun     gidʒɛ sandʒana? 
  Saglur.ACC who kick.PAST Dorja what   C think.PROG.PRES 
  Who does Dorja think kicked Saglur?    (2/29/16) 
 
 c. dordʒə  saglurigə ken mæsɪldʒɛ gidʒɛ ju sandʒana? 
  Dorja  Saglur.ACC who kick.PAST C what think.PROG.PRES 

Who does Dorja think kicked Saglur?    (2/29/16) 
 
Similarly, all the following are ways that Kalmyk speakers can ask the question in (30).  
 
(32) Long-Distance Questions in Kalmyk 
 
 a. saglur kenigə  yzdʒɛ  jun gidʒə dordʒə sandʒana? 
  Saglur who.ACC see.PAST what C Dorja think.PROG.PRES 
  Who does Dorja think Saglur saw?     (2/29/16) 
 
 b. dordʒə saglur kenigə  yzdʒɛ  gidʒə ju sandʒana? 
  Dorja Saglur who.ACC see.PAST C what think.PROG.PRES 
  Who does Dorja think Saglur saw? 
 

Interestingly, the sentences in (31c) and (32b) seem to be clear-cut examples of 
something that linguists call ‘scope-marking constructions’ in questions. To briefly summarize, 
in some languages, long-distance questions seem to be formed by ‘gluing together’ two simple 
questions. For example, in English, one could ask the question in (29) more indirectly by asking 
the two questions in (33a) in succession. Similarly, one could ask the question in (30) by asking 
the two questions in (33b). 

 
(33) a. What does Dorja think? Who kicked Saglur? 
 b. What does Dorja think? Who did Saglur see? 
 
In some languages, the question-asking strategy in (33) has become ‘grammaticalized’ as the 
only way of asking a long-distance question. For example, in spoken German, the most natural 
way of asking the long-distance question in (34a) is to use the structure in (34b), which could be 
paraphrased as something like ‘What do you think, who has come?’ 
 
(34) a. Who do you think has come? 
 b. Was denkst du, wer gekommen ist? 
  what think you who come  is 
  Who do you think has come?     
  (~ What do you think, who has come?) 
 

Kalmyk also seems to follow the ‘scope-marking’ pattern in (34b). Like the German 
sentence in (34b), the Kalmyk sentences in (31c) and (32b) contain two interrogative pronouns. 
Moreover, the main verb sandʒana ‘think’ in (31c) and (32b) takes the interrogative pronoun ju 
‘what’ as its direct object, just like the German verb denk ‘think’ in (34b). Finally, in both (31c) 
and (34b), the subordinate clause contains the interrogative pronoun ken ‘who’, which is the 
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‘main point’ of the overall question. This is again like the German scope-marking construction 
illustrated in (34b).  
 It’s important to note that Kalmyk long-distance questions indeed require the presence of 
two interrogative pronouns, as in (31c) and (32b). If the interrogative word ju ‘what’ is removed 
from the main clause, the resulting sentence is ill-formed, as shown below.  
 
(35) * dordʒə saglur kenigə  yzdʒɛ  gidʒə sandʒana? (2/29/16) 
    Dorja Saglur who.ACC see.PAST C think.PROG.PRES 
   
 In addition to the scope-marking construction in (31c) and (32b), Kalmyk also seems to 
have a related construction for long-distance questions, illustrated in (31a,b) and (32a). The 
examples are repeated below for ease of reference. 
 
(36) Puzzling ‘Scope-Marking-Like’ Construction 
 

a. saglurigə ken mæsɪldʒɛ jun     gidʒɛ dordʒə sandʒana? 
  Saglur.ACC who kick.PAST what   C Dorja think.PROG.PRES 
  Who does Dorja think kicked Saglur?    (2/29/16) 
  

b. saglurigə ken mæsɪldʒɛ dordʒə jun     gidʒɛ sandʒana? 
  Saglur.ACC who kick.PAST Dorja what   C think.PROG.PRES 
  Who does Dorja think kicked Saglur?    (2/29/16) 
  
 c. saglur kenigə  yzdʒɛ  jun gidʒə dordʒə sandʒana? 
  Saglur who.ACC see.PAST what C Dorja think.PROG.PRES 
  Who does Dorja think Saglur saw?     (2/29/16) 
 
Like the clear-cut scope-marking constructions in (31c) and (32b), in these sentences there are 
two interrogative pronouns: the word jun ‘what’ and the word ken ‘who’. Furthermore, the 
interrogative word that is the ‘main point’ of the question – ken ‘who’ – is contained within the 
subordinate clause. However, unlike the structures in (31c), (32b), and (34b), the main verb 
sandʒana doesn’t seem to be taking jun ‘who’ as direct object. Rather, the word jun ‘who’ seems 
to be combining with the complementizer gidʒɛ ‘that’. What’s even more interesting, in sentence 
(36b), the subordinate clause saglurigə ken mæsɪldʒɛ ‘who kicked Saglur’ is separated from the 
complementizer gidʒɛ ‘that’ by the main clause subject dordʒə ‘Dorja’. Much more research 
must be done before any definite hypotheses about the structures of these sentences can be 
framed.  
 
 
 


